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(+1)9713027445 - http://cocodonuts.com/

The menu of Coco Donuts Coffee from Portland includes 17 menus. On average, menus or drinks on the card
cost about $6.1. The categories can be viewed on the menu below. What X Z likes about Coco Donuts Coffee:
Good donuts but only had a few trays so not a large selection at all perhaps it was the time of day I got there

which was about 11:30 AM to 12. But the donuts I did have seemed very fresh and the mocha was perfect. The
guy working was very kind and provided Service with a smile. They allowed me to sit with my two little dogs out

front which is always very nice so we enjoyed the sun and I enjoyed my coffee and one of... read more. The
restaurant offers complimentary WLAN for its visitors, And into the accessible spaces also come visitors with

wheelchairs or physical disabilities. What User doesn't like about Coco Donuts Coffee:
Heard they had some of the best donuts around. They did have a wide variety and made coffees to order. The
donuts were a decent size. I ordered the buttermilk bar and husband had the cinnamon roll. While you expect

donuts to be sweet, these were overly sweet. The buttermilk bar was a little to airy. It was not good for breaking a
piece and dipping in coffee like they usually are. It should be a little more dense. The... read more. A visit to Coco

Donuts Coffee is particularly valuable due to the extensive variety of coffee and tea specialties, Moreover, the
menu of this gastropub offers a good and especially large variety of beers from the region and the world that are

definitely worth a try. No matter the occasion - a festival - the in-house catering makes it easy to enjoy the food
from Coco Donuts Coffee in your own four walls, You can take a break at the bar with a freshly tapped beer or

other alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks.
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Sweet�
CHOCOLATE CAKE

Littl� thing�
CINNAMON ROLL

Beverage�
CHAI TEA $4.0

Favorite�
LAVENDER LATE $4.5

Popular Item�
SEA SALT CARAMEL LATTE $4.5

Coffe� & Te�
COFFEE TOTE $22.0

Coffe� Fre�
FLAVORED HOT COCO $3.5

Specialit� Beverage�
COLD BREW $3.3

Ho� Espress� Beverage�
LONDON FOG $4.0

Espress� Bas�
ICED COCO QUAD $5.3

Ingredient� Use�
CHOCOLATE

Desser�
DONUTS

MOCHI

Coffe�
ICED MOCHA $5.0

MOCHA $4.5

CAFÉ
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Opening Hours:
Monday 07:00 -14:00
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Wednesday 07:00 -14:00
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